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1. Event Title: STATE LEVEL OBSERVANCE OF INTERNATIONAL DAY AGAINST DRUG ABUSE AND ILLICIT TRAFFICKING
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Report Description

Observance of international day against Drug abuse and illicit trafficking — Better Knowledge for Better Care

Report

NATIONAL SERVICE SCHEME conducted a live webinar on STATE LEVEL OBSERVANCE OF INTERNATIONAL DAY AGAINST DRUG ABUSE AND ILLICIT TRAFFICKLING - "BETTER KNOWLEDGE FOR BETTER LIFE"

For NSS volunteers, through the Google meet & also in YouTube live stream on 26-06-2020 from 10.30 am to 1.30 am. The Resource Person is Dr. C. Samuel Chelliah, Regional Director NSS, Ministry of Youth Affair & Sports.

3734 members have participated in that various district college students & college professors were participated through Google meet (250) & YouTube live stream (3484) and the resource person gave the interesting speech. He interacted well with participants about the Dangerous of drug and he described some examples and quotes related to the drug awareness & uplifting for our life and His speech made the participants more energetic. It was a wonderful time.

And our Chief guest Dr. M. Senthil Kumar, State NSS officer, Tamil Nadu & Dr. G. Bhaskar, NSS Coordinator,
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& NSS Volunteers
SAY
NO TO DRUGS
STAY HOME
STAY SAFE
YouTube webinar link:

https://youtu.be/DTu1a1_3SF4